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"We are living in very troubled times.  The world is
heading into tough economic headwinds,

Regulators are getting meaner and wanting their
pound of flesh, 50% of estates are subject to a
family provision claim, defactos are subject to

Family Law property splits, legal costs are
skyrocketing and litigation is increasing. Will your
client's Castle withstand a full frontal onslaught
and what will that cost their mental health.  All

Castles need a Moat to protect them. Yesterday!"



Over 65's hold the wealth
But they don't pay taxes and have
greater health, aged care and pension
benefits
What will the younger generations do
when in power?

Funding is the
real issue

Source: Grattan Institute 2019



How important is it for you protect
your family's wealth for your

bloodline for  generations to come?

QUESTIONQUESTIONQUESTION



Top Seven Asset Protection
Strategies



Strategy One - Line of Succession



Line of
Succession
is all
important



Successors

Should be Attorneys, Executors and Successor LMA 

Need to be strong in decision making

Can be supplemented with a SAPEPAA Family

Advisory Board Member

Can make the "at risk" person the first LMA but

remove if litigated against and exclude as

beneficiary 

Be careful with control in the event of separation

Go down at least three levels and can be changed at

any time



Strategy Two - Successor Directors



Successor
Directors

Need to use for - 

trustee companies (significant asset protection

issues) 

trading company

bucket company

What happens on incapacity, death or litigation -

removal and replacement with qualified successor

director

Three fold strategy - ensure constitution enables it,

set in place binding directors resolution and deed of

indemnity for the incoming director



Strategy Three - Family Protection Trust



Key
Features
for Family
Protection
Trust

NO named primary beneficiary

Leading Member and successors are core beneficiaries

Extends to bloodline children, grandchildren and

relatives plus companies, trusts and other entities they

control

Also can make specific or class exclusions 

To be used with a Family Protection discretionary

trustee company

Family Protection Trust = LMDT (different in name)



Strategy Four - Multi-generational trust
splitting



First Generation

Second
Generation A

Second
Generation B

TRUSTEE
COMPANY

Split Trust - how it works

Leading Member
Appointor

Successor
Leading Member

Appointor for
Director A 

Successor
Leading Member

Appointor for
Director B 

Death of First
Generation
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Strategy Five - Gift and Loan Back - 
The Protector



Making it
work

Who and what is being protected1.

Build a Family Protection Trust2.

Irrevocable Gift to the Trust3.

Cash, bill of exchange, cheque  or promissory note

to fund the irrevocable gift - ensures protection with

no asset transfers - no CGT or stamp duty

4.

Loan of cash or cash instruments back to the gifter

or gifters

5.

Mortgage deed to secure property and securities

deed to secure PPSR assets

6.

Call option for uplifts and asset claim 7.



Strategy Six - Testamentary Trust



Testamentary
Trusts

Do not escape family provisions claims

Never insert proposed testamentary trust deed into

a Will only the general terms and conditions in case

the laws or cases change

Can use a Family Protection Trust as the core TT

documents

Family law and litigation protection plus family

provisions claims for next generation

Separate TT's for superannuation and also

insurances



Strategy Seven - Protecting Founder
monies - The Enforcer



The Enforcer

Founders insert cash into their start up companies

or trusts

There is no documentation for the transfers and

thus they may be legally treated as a gift 

Convert those amounts to loans with The Enforcer

Loan Agreement

Deed of ratification confirming the loan from the

start of the company/trust

Mortgage deed for any property 

Securities deed across all the assets of the

company or trust



SAPEPAA Course live on the Gold Coast - 26-28 August
followed by the Board of Guardians course - 28-29
August
SAPEPAA Conference 5-7 October at Anantara Resort
Koh Samui - case study and practical based
Remember with these strategies:

Do it yourself on LYD
Engage Abbott and Mourly Lawyers for any advice
and documentation preparation for any tax, estate
planning and asset protection matter
Use Legal Back Office to do the hard work,
compliance and get legal sign off with a 50% split


